Why is research fraud wrong? The answer to this question may seem self-evident. However, a small minority of researchers can certainly justify research fraud in their own minds. Why do they do this and why does it matter?

To answer the first part of this question is difficult as there may be any number of reasons for committing scientific fraud:

- **Career progression**
  
  Publication of papers is one of the most important markers of research activity. The ‘better’ the journal (ie, the higher the impact factor), the more the publication ‘counts’. Generally speaking, journals prefer to publish interesting papers, ie, those that will get the most attention and citations. One really crucial paper can cement an entire research career, and the temptation to favorably alter results that are not quite statistically significant may be too great.

- **Research grants**
  
  These are often awarded as much for the track record of the researcher as for the quality of the proposal. Research that seems to be producing results is much more likely to be awarded further funding than research which seems to be going nowhere. Retaining employment (for you or your team) may be dependent on attaining grants, leading to alterations in research results in order to ensure they are significant.

- **Ease of fabrication**
  
  It can be quite easy to fabricate or alter results. A single researcher may be the only person who has been involved in the practical work of an experiment or who has collected all the trial data. Distant co-authors may not be in a position to question the main researcher or indeed may themselves be dazzled by the importance of the study ‘findings’. Statisticians can use favorable statistical techniques or ignore parts of the data that are inconvenient, whilst authors of the final paper can ‘accidentally’ transpose figures or data.

- **Stating the obvious**
  
  Some researchers may feel they know what the outcome of the research ‘should be’. When the results do not come out as expected, they may consider it their duty to alter the results to those they are sure are ‘correct’. Indeed, they may feel it is morally right to hide contrary results.

Each case of research fraud has its own unique features, but will contain at least one of these self-justifications. It may be that the researcher actually feels they have done nothing wrong and although aware of their specific crime feels it is for a greater overall good – the end justifying the means.
But, like all falsehoods, research fraud is wrong and it is wrong for a number of reasons. Science and research are about discovering the truth (whatever that may be). If false findings are published then this truth is wrong but will be perceived as right. Ideally, all research findings should be replicated, but this does not always happen and the false finding may persist for some considerable time.

A false paper may be seen as giving a definitive answer to a scientific or clinical question, meaning that further research to replicate the findings will not be supported by funders or institutions. There have been examples where false research has sent scientists in the wrong direction in their future research and it is only years later that the original research was found to be fraudulent.\textsuperscript{1} False research can therefore cost huge amounts of time and money.\textsuperscript{1}

Even more worrying, falsified clinical research – especially arising from treatment trials – could be potentially harmful if inappropriate or ineffective treatments are pursued.\textsuperscript{2} If this occurs within a large multinational trial there may not be the resources available to repeat the trial. Lives can literally be put at stake by the movement of a decimal point or the alteration of a graph.

From a personal point of view, being unmasked as the perpetrator of research fraud can have very serious consequences. Loss of position, income, and reputation are a high price for an individual to pay, although necessary in order to deter others from following the same path. Sometimes criminal proceedings have been the result of an uncovered fraud.\textsuperscript{3}

Research fraud undermines the trust of the public, funding bodies, journalists and politicians.\textsuperscript{4} This can have knock-on effects upon the vast majority of ethically conducted research, with a resulting lack of support for future work. No research should be accepted without a healthy dose of skepticism, but if fraud is thought to be widespread there is a danger that all research findings are ignored. A similar example is in professional cycling where at times there has been a public assumption that all competitors are using performance-enhancing substances. Who wants to watch a race that appears to be between cheats, and who wants to believe any scientific findings when you know some may be false?

There are a myriad of good reasons why research should not be falsified but perhaps, ultimately, the strongest reason comes from the very origins of scientific research itself. Sir Isaac Newton famously stated, “If I have seen further it is by standing on the shoulders of giants.” Does any scientist or clinician really set out in their career not aspiring to be a giant?

The above reasons explain why research fraud is wrong. It is therefore logical that it should be prevented – but who should be responsible for this? The answer is that anyone involved in any of the steps, from the conception of the research to its final publication, has a responsibility. Be it co-authors, colleagues, supervisors, statisticians, peer reviewers, journal editors, ethics committees, research funders, or academic institutions: all must be on their guard for suspected fraud. Equally, they must have robust but fair mechanisms for investigating alleged fraud and dealing with it appropriately when proved.

Of course, it is inevitable that some determined individuals will get away with fraud no matter how effective the mechanisms to detect it. Like so many things in life, it then comes down to a matter of individual conscience and virtues. Let us hope our universities, medical schools, hospitals, and other academic institutions are fostering a culture of ethical research.
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